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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Legal Division San Francisco, California 
Date: April M.June 23. 2011 
Resolution No.; L-411A 

RESOLUTION 

REVISED RESOLUTION ON THE COMMISSION'S OWN 
MOTION ESTABLISHING A MEMORANDUM ACCOUNT 
FOR ALL COST-OF-SERVICE RATE-REGULATED 
UTILITIES, EXCEPT FOR-EXEMPTEMNERG¥^N» 
WATERUTHJWES,! CLASS C AND D WATER AND 
SEWER UTILITIES, MOUNTAIN UTILITIES, ALPINE 
NATURAL GAS, NRG ENERGY CENTER, ANDAAl-WU 

LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIER TELEPHONE 
CORPORATIONS AMP THOSE ENERGY AND WATER 
UTILITIES THAT Will BE ADDRESSING TH.E TAX 
RELIEF. UNEMPLOYM1 1 
REAIJTTIQMmTION,AND JOB. CREATION ACT OF 21.1.0. 

HI OR 2012 TEST YEAR GENERAL RATE CASE. TO 
ALLOW THE COMMISSION TO CONSIDER REVISING 
RATES TO REFLECT THE TAX RELIEF, 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE REAUTHORIZATION, 
AND JOB CREATION ACT OF 2010 

SUMMARY 

It has come to the Commission's attention that Resolution L-411. as approved by the 
Commission on A ntalned a number of internal inconsistencies arid other 
similar errors. Accordingly, we are issuing this revised Resolutr nove the 
inconsistencies, correct the errors, and clarify the Ordering Paragraphs of the original 
resolutic e effective date of the memorandum account established bv the resolution 
remains April 14. 2011. 

This resolution establishes a one-way memorandum account for all cost-of-service rate 
regulated utilities that do not address the New Tax Law in a 201 lor 2012 test year 
General Rate Case proceeding, to track the impacts of the Tax Relief, Unemployment 
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Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010 ("New Tax Law" or "Tax 
Relief Act"). By its terms, however, this resolution exempts all Class C and D water and 
sewer utilities, Mountain Utilities, Alpine Natural Gas, NRG Energy Center, and small 
1 .oval Ewbu m ^hene-Gempgmie&loeal exchange carrier telephone corporations. 
More specifically, the memorandum account established by this resolution will track on a 
CPUC-jurisdictional, revenue requirement basis: (a) decreases in each impacted utility's 
revenue requirement resulting from increases in its deferred tax reserve; and (b) other 
direct changes in revenue requirement resulting from taking advantage of the New Tax 
Law. This resolution also authorizes impacted utilities to use savings from this new tax 
law to invest in certain additional, needed utility infrastructure, not otherwise funded in 
rates, within a time frame shorter than would be practicable through the formal 
application or advice letter prooessprocesses. The establishment of a memorandum 
account does not change rates, nor guarantee that rates will be changed in the future. 
This mechanism simply allows the Commission to determine at a future date whether 
rates should be changed, without having to be concerned with issues of retroactive 
ratemaking. 

BACKGROUND 

On December 17, 2010, President Obama signed the Tax Relief Act. It has come to the 
attention of the Commission that this law may provide tax relief to the utilities regulated 
by this Commission. Provisions in the Tax Relief Act may reduce the utilities' costs of 
providing service. Many of the utilities regulated by this Commission have their rates set 
on a cost-of-service basis. These utilities include, without limitation: water and sewer 
system corporations, small local exchange carrier telephone corporations famah-Small 
LECs), gas and electrical corporations, pipeline corporations, and heat corporations. 

Among; other provisions, the Tax Relief Act provides for 100% bonus depreciation on 
certain business property put into service after September 8, 2010 and before January 1, 
2012. The Tax Relief Act also provides for 50% bonus depreciation for property placed 
into service thereafter and before January 1, 2013 and for property placed into service in 
2013 where construction begins prior to January 1, 2013. 

Consistent with the Internal Revenue Code, the Commission's ratemaking procedures do 
not reflect in rates the full reduction in tax expense in the year in which accelerated 
depreciation is taken for tax purposes. Rather, rates are set as if depreciation for tax 
purposes were being calculated on the straight line method over the projected life of the 
asset (the same depreciation method used for setting rates). Thus, the utility collects in 
rates taxes that will not need to be paid until a later time, if at all.- Nevertheless, 

~ See City of Los Angeles v. Public Utilities Commission, 15 Cal. 3d 680, 686 (1975) (for an enterprise 
that is either expanding or stable, accelerated depreciation does not merely defer taxes, but eliminates 
them entirely). 
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ratepayers do get a benefit from the accelerated depreciation. This is accomplished 
through "normalization" and the use of a "deferred tax reserve". The deferred tax reserve 
for any particular asset reflects the amount of depreciation taken for tax purposes that 
exceeds the amount used in setting rates. This difference is then multiplied by a tax rate 
to yield the amount of deferred tax reserve. Thus, for example, assume a utility puts into 
service a new capital asset costing $100,000 with a 10 -year service life and takes 100% 
bonus depreciation and the federal tax rate is 40%, the corresponding deferred federal tax 
reserve at the end of a year will be $36,000 (i.e. the $100,000 depreciation taken for tax 
purposes, minus the $10,000 taken for ratemaking purposes times 40%.) The combined 
deferred tax reserve on all of the utility's assets is, in turn, deducted from rate base in 
calculating the utility's revenue requirement, thus reducing rates. 

However, the general rates of cost-of-service utilities are typically reviewed only once 
every three years. When they are reviewed, the actual amount of the deferred tax reserve 
is generally reflected in setting new rates. Unless a utility's rates are adjusted for the 
years between general rdtc sr dtc cases (GRCs) in a way that takes account of the actual 
amount of the deferred tax reserve, the increase in the deferred tax reserve caused by the 
Tax Relief Act would not be reflected in rates until the rates set in the utility's next GRC 
take effect. Because the Tax Relief Act provides for 100% bonus depreciation on 
qualifying assets put into service after September 8, 2010 and before January 1, 2012 
(with 50% bonus depreciation thereafter), and because it may be some time before all of 
the cost-of-service rate-regulated utilities have their rates adjusted to reflect the amounts 
actually recorded in their deferred tax reserves, there could be substantial amounts in 
deferred tax reserves that do not get reflected in rates unless the Commission takes 
action. 

In comments on drafts of this resolution, theThe Utility Reform Network (TURN) 
requested that the scope of the resolution be broadened to cover the effects of the Small 
Business Job Act of 2010 (Small Business Act), HR 5297, signed on September 27, 2010. 
TURN noted that the Small Business Act authorized 50% bonus depreciation for certain 
property placed into service during 2010, thus having an impact on deferred tax reserves 
like that of the Tax Relief Act. However, we decline to do so because the Small Business 
Act is a re-authorization of four previous bonus depreciation laws enacted since 2002, 
none of which triggered any adjustment to rates other than in test years. 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this resolution: 

The purpose of this resolution is to preserve the opportunity for the Commission to 
decide at a future date whether some of the impacts of the New Tax 
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Law), not otherwise reflected in rates, ought to be reflected in future rates, without 
having to be concerned with issues of retroactive ratemaking. 

When a utility begins to experience a large and unexpected increase in costs, it 
sometimes requests authority from the Commission to establish a memorandum account. 
As we said in DJ 0-04-031: 

A memorandum account allows a utility to track costs arising 
from events that were not reasonably foreseen in the utility's 
last general rate case. By tracking these costs in a 
memorandum account, a utility preserves the opportunity to 
seek recovery of these costs at a later date without raising 
retroactive ratemaking issues. However, when the 
Commission authorizes a memorandum account, it has not yet 
determined whether recovery of booked costs is appropriate, 
unless so specified. 

Here we face the possibility of large and unexpected decreases in tax expense. Due to 
the timing of rate cases, benefits of the tax decrease may not accrue to ratepayers in the 
same way they would if the tax decrease had been expected. We wish to preserve the 
opportunity to consider whether some or all of the tax impacts not otherwise reflected in 
rates should benefit ratepayers, without having to face issues of retroactive ratemaking. 

At the same time, we recognize that taking bonus depreciation under the New Tax Law 
may have impacts on components of a utility's revenue requirement other than the 
deferred tax reserve. In particular, there is likely to be an impact on (i) working cash 
calculations, and there may be (ii) a reduction in, or elimination of, the Section 199 
deduction available due to taking bonus depreciation, and (iii) impacts involving 
contributions-in-aid-of-construction (CIAC). Other impacts are also possible. Some of 
these impacts result in revenue requirement increases primarily in the year(s) in which 
bonus depreciation is taken, while the revenue requirement reduction resulting from the 
increase in the deferred tax reserve is spread over a longer period. Thus, although the 
overall revenue requirement impact of taking bonus depreciation benefits ratepayers, the 
revenue requirement impact in the years in which bonus depreciation is taken may 
actually be a revenue requirement increase.-

2 ~~ This point was illustrated by figures provided by Southern California Edison (SCE) in its comments on 
the Second Draft: Resolution. Three different versions of this resolution have previously been issued for 
public comment. The Original Draft Resolution bore the number Resolution W-4867 and was issued for 
comment on December 30, 2010. A substantially revised Second Draft Resolution was issued for 
comment on February 7, 2011, and then re-numbered as Resolution L-411. A Third Draft Resolution was 
issued for comment on February 25, 2011. 
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The approach the Commission should adopt to achieve this purpose: 

The Original Draft Resolution- proposed to accomplish the above purpose by making the 
rates of all cost-of-service rate regulated utilities subject to refund for the limited purpose 
of allowing ratepayers to benefit, to the extent, if any, the Commission finds reasonable, 
from tax benefits resulting from the Tax Relief Act. 

In their comments and discussions with Commission staff, the utilities pointed out several 
disadvantages of this approach, primarily the uncertainty created by the "subject to 
refund" language. The utilities noted that the purpose of the bonus depreciation 
provisions of the New Tax Law is to encourage additional capital investment, thereby 
stimulating employment and the economy. The utilities could use tax savings realized 
under the New Tax Law to fund additional, needed utility infrastructure investment not 
otherwise funded by rates. This may be an opportune time to increase capital investment, 
given decreases in construction costs and the availability of bonus depreciation for plant 
put into service before 2013. At least some of the utilities intend to use tax savings from 
the New Tax Law to fund additional, needed utility infrastructure investment. However, 
the utilities informed staff that they would be reluctant to do so if some unknown amount 
of the tax savings were instead needed to fund rate reductions. 

In light of these factors, this resolution has been revised to eliminate the subject to refund 
language. Instead, this resolution uses a memorandum account to track the various 
benefits and costs of the New Tax Law. This approach still permits the Commission to 
determine at a later date whether some of the impacts of the New Tax Law should be 
reflected in rates, without having to be concerned about retroactive ratemaking issues. 
However, this approach replaces the uncertainty of "subject to refund" language with 
specific calculations that will be contained in a memorandum account. As a result, this 
resolution should not impede the capital investment that the New Tax Law awjs intended 
to encourage. 

The second and third drafts of this resolution accommodated the desire of some utilities 
to use the tax savings realized under the New Tax Law to fund additional, needed utility 
infrastructure investment not otherwise funded in rates, by allowing the revenue 
requirement impacts of such additional investment enabled by the bonus depreciation 
provisions of the New Tax Law to be tracked as an offset to the memorandum account. 
This resolution authorizes such an offset. Therefore, thisThjy resolution also establishes 
that this memorandum account will be a one-way memorandum account. This means that 
this memorandum account shall not be used to recover any net revenue requirement 
increase. If. at the end of the period covered by the memorandum account, the account 

3 - gee immediately preceding footnote. 
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reflects a net revenue requirement increase, the memorandum account shall be terminated 
without any impact on rates. 

Southern California Edison (SCE) has demonstrated that it may well have a revenue 
requirement increase due to the New Tax Law during 2011, while the revenue 
requirement decreases will be fully reflected in rates for 2012 GRC test year and 
the years thereafter.--'441© 

If this were a two-way memorandum account, the revenue requirement associated with 
additional, needed utility infrastructure enabled by the bonus depreciation provisions of 
the New Tax Law, could allow even larger, unidentified, and unreviewed additional 
capital investments to be made, and their costs recovered from ratepayers (subject only to 
after-the-fact reasonableness review).^ 

For the foregoing reasons we are establishing that the memorandum account shall be a 
one-way memorandum account and instead of requiring a pre-spending application or 
advice letter for all projects funded by the tax benefits, we are establishing guidelines for 
the utilities to follow. To the extent a utility sta-vstavs within these guidelines, it would 
not need to seek pre-approval of the spending (although reasonableness would still be 
subject to review in a subsequent GRC). Should a utility determine that the tax benefits 
would be best invested in some area outside of the Resolutionthis resolution's guidelines, 
it would need to file an application or advice feferietter seeking Commission approval in 
order to go forward with the investment. 

Accordingly, for a utility that wishes to use savings form the New Tax Law to invest in 
additional needed utility infrastructure, not otherwise funded in rates, the following 
guidelines should be followed. Allowable types of infrastructure replacement projects 
would include typical types of projects included in general rate case type 
applications. For ihe electric utilities, projects- include proactive 
replacement of poles and underground cables, replacement of existing substation 
transformers that are over 50 years old or that otherwise require replacement based on 
reasonable engineering assessments, and work to improve the reliability of the worst-
performing or highest priority distribution circuits on their system based on reasonable 
engineering assessments. The spending must not provide generation capacity at a new 
plant. For gas utilities, projects include accelerating existing programs of 
distribution pipeline replacement, replacement of the riskiest or highest priority gas 
transmissions based on reasonable engineering assessments, and installing "smart pig" 

4 

mifYlit contain %x rsvcnus rcc^iiircmcnt incrcs-sc wots mucli, more psrsiiftsivc tjisxi nbstrctct sr^nrncnts 'for %x 
tvvr<~\ i i r o \ r nofAiint vv* xj vv -cry ueC v uii c . 

$4 — Under a two-way memorandum account, the amount of additional investment revenue requirement that 
could thus be recovered would no longer be limited to the amount of revenue requirement savings during 
the period covered by the memorandum account. 
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and associated plant in gas transmission lines. For water utilities, allowable types of 
infrastructure replacement projects would include distribution systems, storage, pipeline, 
and pumping facilities. 

The property that the investment is made in must be 

is made in must itself be eligible for bonus depreciation. At least 90% of the investment 
must have a tax depreciable life of at least 15 years, and any remaining investments must 
be ancillary to such investments ^ 

Which utilities should be exempt from having memorandum accountsf? 

In general, it is appropriate to establish this kind of a memorandum account for all 
utilities that have their rates set on a cost-of-service basis. As noted above, these 
generally include water and sewer system corporations, smaHSroall LECs, gas and 
electrical corporations, pipeline corporations, and heat corporations. However, we 
conclude that Class C and D water and sewer corporations should be exempt from this 
memorandum account requirement. There are two main considerations underlying this 
conclusion. First, many of these utilities have their rates set using a "rate of margin" 
(ROM), rather than a rate of return. Because rate of return is not a factor in setting the 
rates of these ROM utilities, their rates do not change when there is change in rate base. 
Similarly, a deduction of a deferred tax reserve from rate base would likewise have no 
impact on rates. Indeed, most of the items that would be tracked in the memorandum 
account are not relevant to these ROM utilities. Second, Class C and D water and sewer 
utilities are very small utilities for whemwhich the administrative burden of keeping track 
of the necessary accounting entries would be an excessive burden, even for those whose 
rates are set on a rate-of-return basis. 

In comments on the Second Draft Resolution, Mountain Utilities requested that it be 
exempted from the memorandum account requirement. Mountain Utilities is organized 
for the purpose of providing sole-source generation, distribution, and sale of electricity 
exclusively to a customer base of fewer than 2,000 customers and therefore is an "electric 
microutility" pursuant to Public Utilities (PU) Code section 2780. More specifically, 
Mountain Utilities serves approximately 700 customers. Thus, it is similar in size to a 
Class C water utility (which has between 500 and 2,000 service connections). Also, like 
a Class C water utility, the administrative burden of keeping track of the necessary 
accounting entries would likely be excessive. Accordingly, we will exempt Mountain 
Utilities from the requirement to establish a memorandum account. We note that section 
2780.1 does not technically apply here (because this is not hearing in a proceeding to 
which Mountain Utilities is a respondent), nevertheless the principle behind that section 
(namely not to impose unnecessary regulatory costs on a microutility) is relevant here. 
Alpine Natural Gas Operating Company No. 1, LLC (Alpine-NrtftHrd-Gas) also requested 
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an exemption in comments on the Third Draft Resolution. Alpine isjj small natural gas 
company with 1,200 service connections. We conclude that, like Mountain Utilities, 
Alpine should be exempted from the operation of this resolution due to its small size. 

In comments on the Second Draft Resolution, NRG Energy Center San Francisco LLC 
(NRG Energy Center) also requested an exemption from the memorandum account 
requirement. The rates of NRG Energy Center are not currently set using a rate of return. 
Furthermore, it does not currently have regular general rate cases; indeed it has not had 
one for many years. Accordingly, NRG Energy Center should also be exempted from the 
memo account requirement. 

In their comments on the Third Draft Resolution, the Small LECs argue that they all 
should be exempt from this resolution because they are all similar to clcis sC-^lds s C and D 
water utilities, a disproportionate cost of complying with the requirement, and the 
application of the annual means test in the California High Cost Fund-A (CHFC-A) 
mechanism which serves to limit the draws of those who receive CHFC-A funding to 
their authorized earnings levels. We concur atHlw^fft-^-emf^t-the-^malElwK-alTAohange-

cost of compliance and the limitations of the CHFC-A justify an exemption for the Small 

SCE and the Sempra Utilities (San Diego Gas & Electric Company and Southern 
California Gas Company) argue that since their GRC will be heard in 2012, their capital 
spending motivated by the 2010 Tax Act would be captured and appropriately treated in 
the GRC. We concur and will exempt SCE and the Sempra Utilities. To the extent that 
other cost of service utilities will be addressing the 2010 Tax Act in a 2011 or 2012 test 
year GRC they should be similarly exempted from the memorandum account 
requirement. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) appears to be in a unique position of having 
filed a settlement in its GRC with the Commission in late 2010 before the 201QNew Tax 
AefLaw was signed into law in December. Because it will not be addressing impacts of 
the New Tax Law until its next GRC filing, is 
not exempted from the memorandum account. 

The details of the memorandum account: 

This resolution will establish for each cost-of-service rate-regulated utility, except for 
Ploce o t-i A PI n i-ofor ot-trl conror niilifioe o t-\ A -fr-vy A A r\i it-iE o -i T Tti litmo A Inmo 

i.iwtk_»kJ1 '"<!_/ uiiu .il>" »» wtvi wliv» V'V'W'i. CitliiVs vO^ Wiiii vAvvpt ivi i»iO wiivCl111 iy i s.l|Jiilv 

'NateralAfasT-«y-NRG-EB«w&&:ttefthose exempted above, (collectively the Covered 
Utilities) a memorandum account to reflect, on a CPUC-jurisdictional, revenue 
requirement basis, impacts from the New Tax Law. 
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The memorandum account will be used to determine whether any future rate changes are 
appropriate to reflect impacts of the New Tax Law for the period from the date of this 
resolution until the effective date of revenue requirement changes in each Covered 
Utility's next GRC ("Memo Account Period"). The memorandum account will be used 
by each Covered Utility to track the revenue requirement impacts of the New Tax Law 
during the Memo Account Period, reflecting on a CPUC-jurisdictional, revenue 
requirement basis the effects of the New Tax Law not otherwise reflected in rates. In 
determining an appropriate revenue requirement adjustment, if any, for the Memo 
Account Period, the Commission will take into account, and each Covered Utility will 
record:-" (a) decreases in its revenue requirement resulting from increases in its deferred 
tax reserve; and (b) other direct changes in revenue requirement resulting from each 
utility's taking advantage of the New Tax Law. In their comments on the drafts of this 
resolution, the utilities have established that, depending on the utility involved, there may 
be impacts from a decrease in, or elimination of, the Section 199 deduction resulting from 
bonus depreciation taken, changes in working cash, and, for energy utilities, changes in 
CI AC calculations. Other impacts may be possible.^ 

In each Covered Utility's next GRC, or at such other time as ordered in that GRC 
decision, the Commission will address the disposition of amounts (a) recorded in the 
memorandum account and (b) forecast for the remainder of the Memo Account Period, 
and may reflect any net revenue requirement ehmeedecrease in prospective rates. 

This memorandum account will be a one-way memorandum account. The following 
paragraphs describe in further detail some of the wording we have used above in 
describing the memorandum account. 

Amounts in the memorandum account will be recorded on a "revenue requirement basis." 
This means that each utility will be tracking the revenue requirement impact of each 
change resulting from the New Tax Law. This is important, because, consistent with the 
Internal Revenue Code, the tax savings from accelerated depreciation are not passed 
through directly to ratepayers, but instead, as explained above, ratepayers benefit through 
the process of normalization and the creation of a deferred tax reserve that is deducted 
from rate base. We also ensure that all amounts recorded in the memorandum account 
will be recorded on a consistent basis by requiring that they all be recorded on a revenue 
requirement basis. 

Although this resolution refers to amounts "recorded" in the memorandum account, because this is a 
memorandum account, and not a balancing account, the amounts tracked or recorded in the memorandum 
account are not recorded in the utilities' financial statements, e.g., in the balance sheet. 
% — In its comments on the Third Draft Resolution, PG&E suggests that the memorandum account may 
need to reflect the treatment of net operating losses, but does not spell out why that is the case, or what 
kind of adjustment may be required. The need for such an adjustment may be discussed with 
Commission staff before PG&E files its advice letter containing specific language for its memorandum 
account. 
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We refer to amounts not otherwise reflected (or recovered) in rates. We use this 
terminology to exclude costs and expenses recovered through previously authorized rates, 
e.g., rates set in a prior GRC. We also use it to exclude costs or expenses recovered 
through rates set after the date of this resolution, e.g., through a balancing account or 
another memorandum account, or a formal proceeding prior to the utility's next GRC. 

In their comments on the Original Draft Resolution, the energy utilities pointed out that 
the bonus depreciation afforded by the New Tax Law will decrease their taxable income, 
and therefore may decrease, or eliminate, the Internal Revenue Code Section 199 
Manufacturer's tax deduction that they are entitled to, which is already reflected in their 
revenue requirements. The utilities also pointed out that the New Tax Law will have 
impacts on their working cash, an item that is a component of their rate base and 
therefore also reflected in their revenue requirements. We agree that each of these items 
can properly be reflected in the memorandum account. The energy utilities also argued 
that the New Tax Law will impact their CIAC (contributions-in-aid-of-construction) 
revenues. Energy utilities are taxed on plant contributed by others, such as real estate 
developers. Accordingly, when such entities contribute plant to the utility they must also 
contribute an amount to cover the tax impacts (the tax component of CIAC). We agree 
that the New Tax Law a#eij| likely to have a revenue requirement impact relating to 
energy utility CIAC. The energy utilities are authorized to include these CIAC impacts in 
their memorandum accounts on a revenue requirement basis and consistent with any 
requirements of the Internal Revenue Code. 

In its comments on the Second Draft Resolution, the California Water Association 
(CWA) raised concerns about how the requirement to establish the memorandum account 
will apply to multi-district water utilities. Accordingly, we provide the following 
guidance here. Each district whose rates are separately set will need a separate 
memorandum account, with a separate Memo Account Period. However, only those 
districts that have plant placed into service and benefiting from bonus depreciation under 
tbtber-of the New Tax Law prior to their next GRC will need to record any entries in their 
memorandum accounts. Where plant benefits more than one district, the revenue 
requirement impacts shall be proportionally allocated among districts according to 
previously adopted methodologies, according to benefit received, or as determined in the 
next GRC. 

In its comments on the Second Draft Resolution, SCE suggested that the memorandum 
account should include "all other changes to SCE's 2011 cost of service due to the New 
Tax Law". All direct changes in revenue requirement resulting from a utility's taking 
advantage of the New Tax Law may be reflected in that utility's memorandum account, 
whether or not they are specifically mentioned in this resolution. The specific categories 
of revenue requirement impact that each utility wishes to include in its memorandum 
account should be spelled out in the advice letter it files pursuant to this resolution. For 
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kinds of revenue requirement impact not specifically mentioned in this resolution, the 
utility will need to provide some justification in its advice letter. The utilities are 
encouraged to discuss with staff, prior to filing their advice letters, the appropriateness of 
including kinds of revenue requirement impacts not mentioned in this resolution. 

What it means when we establish a memorandum account: 

The establishment of a memorandum account does not change rates, nor guarantee that 
rates will be changed in the future. This mechanism simply allows the Commission to 
determine at a future date whether rates should be changed, without the impediment of 
claims of retroactive ratemaking. Thus, all we are determining here is that it may be 
desirable to adjust the rates of the Covered Utilities to more fully reflect the tax impacts, 
if any, that these utilities realize from the New Tax Law, while avoiding any issue of 
retroactive ratemaking. 

When advice letters should be filed: 

It will be necessary for-th© each Covered Utility to file an advice letter to incorporate the 
memorandum account into its tariffs. The proposed tariff language should describe in 
detail the kinds of revenue requirement impacts that are to be entered into the 
memorandum account. For kinds of revenue requirement impacts not specifically 
mentioned in this resolution, the utility will need to provide some justification in its 
advice letter. We will allow all Covered Utilities 60-davsuntil June 30. 2011 to file the 
required advice letters. This should provide ample time for the utilities to develop tariff 
language and for discussions with staff.- This tmih y period should not be 
problematic because the memorandum accounts are effective for all Covered Utilities as 
of the date of tkis^esetoieftrthe original Resolution L-411. 

COMMENTS ON DRAFT RESOLUTION 

The Original Draft Resolution 

Public Utilities Code section 311(g)(1) generally requires draft resolutions to be issued 
for comment at least 30 days before being voted on by the Commission. However, 
pursuant to PU Code section 311(g)(3), the Commission has adopted Rule 14.6(c)(9) of 
its Rules of Practice and Procedure which permitted a reduction in the comment period 
here. More specifically, Rule 14.6(c)(9) permits the Commission to reduce the 30-day 
period for public review and comment in circumstances where the public interest in the 

& . . . . 
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Commission adopting a resolution before expiration of the 30-day review and comment 
period clearly outweighs the public interest in having the full 30-day period for review 
and comment. This resolution does not change utility rates, nor determine that utility 
rates ought to be changed. It only permits the Commission to consider those issues at a 
future date, while avoiding retroactive ratemaking concerns. On the other hand, delaying 
issuance of this resolution to allow for the full 30-day comment period might extend the 
period of time during which retroactive ratemaking could be a concern. Accordingly, the 
public interest in adopting this resolution before expiration of a 30 day public comment 
period clearly outweighs the public interest in allowing for the full 30 day comment 
period. The Original Draft Resolution was issued for comment on December 30, 2010 
and served on all persons on the service list attached to it. Consistent with Rule 
14.6(c)(9), there was a reduced comment period with comments due on January 7, 2011. 

Comments were submitted by Fue4f4e-6iu^-aml44^tmHPG& E), TURN, SCE, CWA, the 
City of Visalia, jointly by Southern California Gas (SoCal Gas) and San Diego Gas and 
Electric (SDG&E) (collectively the "Sempra Utilities") and collectively by the small 
teeaTexUaang^amers^^A^Small LECs"4. Most of these comments have been 
addressed above, or rendered irrelevant in light of our elimination of the "subject to 
refund" language. 

The Second Draft Resolution 

In light of the major changes made, a Second Draft Resolution was issued for public 
comment on February 7, 2011, although an additional comment period was not legally 
required. The Second Draft Resolution was served on all persons served with the 
Original Draft Resolution. Comments were due by 10 a.m. on February 14, 2011. 
Comments were received from PG&E, TURN, SCE, CWA, the Sempra Utilities, the 
Small LECs, Mountain Utilities, NRG Energy Center, and PacifiCorp. 

The Third Draft Resolution 

A Third Draft of this Resolution was issued for public comment on February 25, 2011, 
although an additional comment period was not legally required. Comments were limited 
to language not included in the Second Draft Resolution and were due by Friday, March 
4, 2011. Comments were received from PG&E, SCE, CWA, the Sempra Utilities, the 
Small LECs, and Alpine Natural Gas. 

Given that there have now been three separate opportunities to comment on drafts of this 
resolution, the public interest in having an opportunity to comment on the draft resolution 
has been amply respected. 

Additional Responses to Comments 
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There are a number of comments, not addressed above, that we wish to address here. 

There were comments to the effect that the Commission had not previously taken action 
to reduce rates when the Internal Revenue Code was revised to provide for bonus 
depreciation. We note that utilities often request memo accounts for unexpected 
increases in expenses between GRCs. These requests, and the resulting memorandum 
accounts, typically do not include any possibility of decreasing rates. Rather, they allow 
for the possibility that rates may increase or stay the same. Utilities do not come to us 
requesting memorandum accounts or rate decreases when there has been a large and 
unexpected decrease in expenses between rate cases. We believe that an even-handed 
approach to regulation requires us to consider, when there has been a large and 
unexpected decrease in expenses between rate cases, whether it is appropriate to establish 
a memorandum account to allow for a future decrease in rates. Here, the impacts of the 
New Tax Law are so large7 that a number of the major energy utilities have informed the 
Commission that they expect to pay no federal income tax for at least one year, for 

til nlcn nllow For n fnti J 1 l V> 0-JL.1V/ VY 1VI *~A, X Ct 'l V. 

ro tor tlio A i roof mirornio ro/nitrQir>Qinl- imwoof rvP ilio "NToxi r Tav I on? 4-VIQ IV 4 Q-m / 
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There was also some concern expressed about a need to recalculate the entirety of the 
utilities' deferred tax reserve. However, there is no need to do so. The bonus 
depreciation provisions of the New Tax Law only apply to property placed into service 
beginning with the ">1-0 ,-*x Year.Sentembe« J 'OJO Therefore, only the increase in 
deferred tax reserve resulting from property placed into service beginning January 

2010 needs to be calculated. 

Some utilities have expressed concerns regarding the potential complexity of refund 
mechanisms and the need for prompt resolution so they can initiate desired incremental 
infrastructure spending. We recognize that attempting to precisely reflect all incremental 
impacts from the New Tax Law and additional infrastructure spending may create 
unwarranted complexity and controversy. We, therefore, reiterate our overall intent that 
this memorandum account should not impede the additional capital spending that the 
New Tax Law was intended to encourage. We understand that this memorandum account 
will be implemented on a revenue requirement basis using a mixture of forecasted and 
actual data and will not be a traditional balancing account matching revenues and 
expense. While we wish to reflect the incremental effects of the New Tax Law and 
additional spending on infrastructure for ratemaking purposes, we also understand that 
estimates and simplifying assumptions will be necessary, some of which have been 
discussed herein. We encourage Commission staff to support additional practicable and 
workable solutions form for memorandum account implementation and to help facilitate 
expeditious implementation of these new accounts without engaging in a complex 
evaluation of the utilities' GRCs. 
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Several comments argue that the resolution tries to justify impermissible retroactive 
ratemaking. It does not do so. Although the memorandum account tracks the revenue 
requirement effects of property placed into service during and after tb^-34J44f4as 
yeasrSeptember 8. 2010. it tracks only those revenue requirement effects occurring after 
the date of fee^esehrtjeftrResolution L-411. Therefore the effect of the resolution is 
entirely prospective. 

In its comments on the Second Draft Resolution, PacifiCorp requests that the 
Commission allow flexibility so that the Commission can consider other important 
factors not addressed in the draft resolution, such as a covered utilhyCovci litv's 
financial health, in determining whether any balance in the memorandum account should 
benefit ratepayers. While we do not include in the Ordering Paragraphs the specific 
language that PacifiCorp has requested, we do agree with PacifiCorp that it, and other 
utilities, and parties to their rate cases may present to the Commission whatever factors 
they believe are relevant to the Commission's ultimate decision as to what, if anything, to 
do with any balance in the memorandum account. In this connection, we note that this 
resolution creates a memorandum account, and not a balancing account. As noted above, 
this resolution does not change utility rates, nor determine that utility rates ought to be 
changed. It only permits the Commission to consider those issues at a future date, while 
avoiding retroactive ratemaking concerns. 
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In its comments on the Second Draft Resolution, TURN requests that we return to the 
"subject to refund" approach of the Original Draft Resolution, and that we require 
advance review of additional capital investments, rather than relying on after-the-fact 
reasonableness review. We have explained above why we are adopting a memorandum 
account, rather than the subject-to-refimd approach. A key consideration in that regard is 
that the subject-to-refund approach would likely deter the utilities from increasing capital 
spending, while the New Tax Law werewas intended to stimulate additional capital 
CDPflHltlCT Itl flip cjlDft tPTTFl lnWf° fl-to mooAiici ovnloin x r o 11 ro. oro *tr\ 1 Ati rror o 11 rxxx rx v\ rr 
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In its comments on the Third Draft Resolution, SCE argues that, although this 
memorandum account is not being established as a Z-factor, the memorandum account 
should be subject to the $10 million threshold applicable to its Z-factor. However, not all 
utilities have Z-factors. This resolution establishes a generic memorandum account for 
all Covered Utilities. Arguments about whether the amount recorded in the 
memorandum account of a specific utility should later be reflected in rates should be 
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memorandum account here is inconsistent with the policy stated in our 1984 decision Re: 
Income Tax Expense for Ratemaking Purposes (D.84-05-026, 15 CPUC 2d 42). SCE 
focuses on the portion of the decision describing the Commission's reliance on forecast 
ratemaking. We simply note that in the past nearly 27 years our ratemaking policies for 
energy utilities have departed in many respects from the kind of forecast ratemaking we 
engaged in at that time.— 

Draft Resolution L-41 i A 

= PG&E makes a similar argument in its comments on the Third Draft Resolution. 
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Draft Resolution I - {J i A A as Issued for comment on } Dv D >})11 fo»- a 20-dav 
comment period. Comments were limited to discussing whether the changes made in 
Resolution L-411A correctly resolve the internal inconsistencies, correct other errors, and 
clarify the Ordering Paragraphs of the original resolution, consistent with the 
Commission's intent in approving Resolution L-41 1. Comments were also permitted to 
address any other errors or inconsistencies that should have been, but were not, addressed 
in Draft Resolution ! -4 I 1 ( umments were due on Jun 8 'ui j < omments were 
received from , 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. President Obama signed the Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, 
and Job Creation Act Of 2010 ("Tax Relief Act" or "New Tax Law") on December 
17, 2010. 

2. The Tax Relief Act may provide tax relief to the utilities regulated by this 
Commission. Among other provisions, this law provides for 100% bonus 
depreciation on certain business property put into service after September 8, 2010 and 
before January 1, 2012, with 50% bonus depreciation for at least a year thereafter. 

3. The general rates of utilities are typically reviewed only once every three years. 
4. The benefits of bonus or accelerated depreciation are generally reflected in rates 

through "normalization" and the use of a deferred tax reserve. 
5. While existing ratemaking mechanisms likely will result in ratepayers benefiting from 

a portion of the tax benefits utilities receive under the New Tax Law, it is not clear 
that all of the tax benefits resulting from this new law will have an impact on rates 
under current mechanisms, because the general rates of utilities are typically reviewed 
only once every three years. 

6. The Commission should allow for the possibility of revising the rates of the utilities 
whose rates are set on a cost-of-service basis, so that some or all of the benefits of the 
New Tax Law not otherwise reflected in rates may accrue to ratepayers, while 
avoiding issues of retroactive ratemaking. 

L 8-r-The appropriate method for preserving the opportunity to consider, at a later time, 
whether some or all of the impacts of the New Tax Law not otherwise reflected in 
rates should be reflected in rates is to establish a memorandum account. 

|L W-The memorandum account should reflect not only the tax benefits of the New Tax 
Law, but other direct changes in revenue requirement resulting from each utility's 
taking advantage of the New Tax Law. Such changes may include, but are not limited 
to, impacts on Section 199 deductions, working cash, and contributions in aid of 
construction. 

- So as not to discourage utilities from using the tax savings resulting from the = c c c c 

New Tax Law for investment in additional. Nee infrastructure, the costs 
and expenses of that infrastructure not otherwise reflected in rates should also be 
reflected in the memorandum accounl 

10.-Lb-Many Class C and D water and sewer utilities have their rates set based on a rate-
of-margin basis, rather than a rate-of-return basis, such that rate base, and therefore 
deferred tax reserve, do not have an impact on rates. 
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1 i .4-=T- Class C and D water and sewer utilities are very small utilities for h l c h 
the administrative burden of keeping track of the necessary accounting entries would 
be an excessive burden, even if their rates are set on a rate-of-return basis. 

i 2. 4-L-Class C and D water and sewer utilities should be exempted from the 
establishment of this memorandum account. 

13. d-Mountain Utilities and Alpine Natural Gas Operating Company No. 1, LLC 
should be exempted from the establishment of this memorandum account because 
they are also very small utilities. 

14.4-Ar-NRG Energy Center San Francisco LLC should be exempted from the 
establishment of this memorandum account because its rates are not currently set on a 
rate-of-return basis and because it does not have regularly scheduled General Rate 
Cases. 

13.4-Cr-Small LLCs should be exempted from the establishment of this memorandum 
account because they will incur a disproportionate cost of complying with the 
requirement and the application of the annual means test in the CHCF-A mechanism 
serves to limit the draws of those who receive CHFC-A funding to their authorized 
earnings level. 

10.4-A-Southern California Edison Company and the Sempra Utilities (San Diego Gas & 
Electric Company and Southern California Gas Company) should also be exempted 
from the memorandum account since their General rate CassRate Cases will be heard 
in 2012. Further, to the extent that any other cost of service energy or water utilities 
will be addressing the 2010New Tax etLaw in a 2011 or 2012 test year general rate 
case, thev should also be exempted from the memorandum account. 

i 7.4-Sr-This resolution does not change utility rates, nor determine that utility rates ought 
to be changed. It only permits the Commission to consider, at a future date, the issue 
of whether utility rates should be changed as a result of the New Tax Law, while 
avoiding retroactive ratemaking concerns. 

18.44U~The Commission's overall intent is that this memorandum account should not 
impede the additional capital spending that the New Tax Law was intended to 
encourage. Consistent with this intent, the Commission understands that estimates 
and simplifying assumptions will be necessary, some of which have been discussed 
herein, and encourages staff to support additional practicable and workable solutions 
for memorandum account implementation and to help facilitate expeditious 
implementation of these new accounts. 

OA FOQI ox 7-i-ri <rr toouonoa t1-> i c rooAliifiAti +r\ ollnur o -full 0 A A n \ r narmrl t-y\ t f t 
\S • ""JLJ' .1 k JS k JS KA- C& J, J. W '%y UI Wilt)' I VkJ vlulit Oil l/V Ct'JL'il'VZ" V * fc* I till V> VUlIlIIIVlil. p VI I'U'U. 
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Resolution L-411-Af June 23. 2011 

4-Three rounds of comments have been allowed on drafts of this resolution. 
20.34-Although the memorandum account tracks the revenue requirement effects of 

property placed into service during and after the 2010 tax year, it tracks only those 
revenue requirement effects occurring after the date of fee^esetetieflrResoluti 

Therefore., the effect of this resolution is entirely prospective. 

ORDER 

1. There is hereby established for Pacific Gas and Electric Company and other cost of 
yered. Utilities described in 

Ordering Paragraph 2. effective Ai a memorandum account to reflect, on 
a CPUCj urisdictiona 1, revenue requirement basis, impacts from the Tax Relief, 
Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010 ( "The New 
Tax Law"). 

2L The Covered Utilities are: Pacific Gas and Electric Company and other cost-of-
service rate-regulated utilities except for: Class C and D Water and Sewer 
Corporations. Mountain Utilities. Alpine Natural Gas. 4!' < i_F tiergy Center LLC, 
small local exchange carrier telephone corporations. Southern California Ldison 
Company. Semnra Utilities (San Diego Gas & Electric Company and Southern 
California Gas Company), and any other cost of service energy or water utilities that 
will be addressing the New Tax Law in a 2011 ( st year general rate case. 

1L SU-This memorandum account shall track on a CPUC-jurisdictiona 1, revenue 
requirement basis the impacts of the New Tax Law not otherwise reflected in rates 
during the period starting on the date of this resolution until the effective date of Jhg 
ppypfpip fPnillPPtD ptlf on CTPC in Pooifio HOP ortrl TP1 r* Ainnonu'c o1~\ A rvff-nair f-i/x-fii IL V vilUv 1 LU till V/lilV/ill V^ilCliliyWO 111 I uvi l lv vJCto ullu .CICvlIi v w v/ilipulij 3 Xt:i wtlivi Iron 

TpX JOot ui ;ach Covered Utility's next General Rate Case 
("Memo Account Period"). These-utftitiesEach Covered Utility shall record in this 
memorandum account: (a) decreases in its-revenue requirement resulting from 
increases in its-deferred tax reserve; (b) offsets to reflect-any additional costs or 
expenses, not otherwise recovered in rates, incurred as a result of additional utility 
infrastructure investment enabled by the bonus depreciation provisions of the New 
Tax and (c) 
amounts to reflect the impacts of any decrease in Section 199 deductions resulting 
from bonus depreciation taken, changes in working cash resulting from the New Tax 
Law, and. any decrease in the tax component of contributions-in-aid-of-construction 
(CIAC) received due to changes in the tariffed tax component of CIAC to reflect the 
New Tax Law, and any other direct changes in revenue requirement resulting from the 
utility's taking advantage of the New Tax Law. 

4, 4-Th is memorandum account shall be used in determining whether any future rate 
adjustment is appropriate to reflect impacts of the New Tax Law during the Memo 
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Resolution L-411 -Ap+ 41-1-A mAJ: 1 _ Iu/«c ! \ 2011 

Account Period. This memorandum account shall not be used to recover any net 
revenue requirement increase recorded during the Memorandum Account Period. If, 
at the end of the Memo Account Period, this memorandum account reflects a net 
revenue requirement increase, the memorandum account shall be terminated without 
any impact on rates. 

6 5 Til Pnoifio Hoc o r> A "C1 1 r* Air>nr»?ii7?e ns-n/-! Atlior rt Ati ov omntorl OAef rvf o o-ri; M j_ ZTZ ±11 1 13 ttixiVi v/xlXTTI^ vXI owl V Ivv 

ulflities-each Covered Utility's next General Rate Case (GRC), or at such other time 
as ordered in that GRC decision, the Commission shall address the disposition of 
amounts (a) recorded in the memorandum account and (b) forecast for the remainder 
of the Memo Account Period, and may reflect any net revenue requirement 
immetdecrease in prospective rates. 

7f\ WJ \ ill t •-> A A A o \ re rv-f- tlio r\ f* jrV\i o roe Alnfi At-i P o r* t ft flqc ot-i/"! Floofrio f~^r\-rYMr\nl-r\\T o-firl 
»_ v/ i V T .1. \./\J Uu J 5 XJ1 lAiw uCitv v/i II Ho I vo v/1 Lit .1 Vis II ̂ I Owl 11 v VJCto ulIU Eiv v il I tlllvi 

No later than June 30. 2011. each Covered Utility shall file an advice letter to add a 
memorandum account to its-tariffs consistent with the requirements of Ordering 
Paragraphs 4-1. 3. 4. 5. and 2^ above. The proposed tariff language shall describe in 
detail the debits and credits that are to be entered into the memorandum account. 

7 f h i-n. .m Aynndni-n orwwuivM kait-irT antokl i ohorl m i rn 11 n n t IA Qt*i n Po f «"Wrf o y\I-> n 1 nnrl O 
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A W-1 A 

r\ 4 th t c ci /-\11 'iT-i r\n o U n 11 Q Cf a r» • u rq o o rw(- ih o /-lo-fcn A ( f l-\ t n i-aortlnf 
Ox''tl.i.iVji i VkjOiuCiuii i ow WAAWWVI V w 'CAO v/"x tilv vtit tv 0111 VAIIAO IVaV/iuuvii. 

8. The Legal Division shall serve a copy of this resolution, by mail or e-mail, on all cost-
of-service rate-regulated utilities and any additional persons who submitted comments 
on the draft resolution. 
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Resolution L-411 April I l.,-\ !W M I Ju/.c!\2011 

9. The effective date of this order is te4avJ une 23, 2011. 
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Resolution L-411-Af June 23, 2011 

I certify that this Resolution was adopted by the California Public Utilities Commission 
at its regular meeting of April 14 June 23. 2011, and that the following Commissioners 
approved it: 

!d PAUL € CANON 

PAUL CLANON 
Executive Director 

'csicKnt 

MARK FER.R.ON 
1 n o t r\*-* ant* 
1001V/11V1 

r A i c- o o t~\ t 
iilTO viit. 

ALL Xf A/fQTTJV A T A AT Q f h/ff\KJ 

n yXJ11I:oxxtjA iv/ii 
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